
 

 



George Soros. / AP

by WorldTribu
ne
Leftist billionaire George Soros has been a major financial
backer of the firm that hired ex-British spy Christopher Steele
to author the bogus Trump dossier, a Russian oligarch with
ties to the Kremlin wrote.

If Oleg Deripaska’s
claims pan out,
Soros would join
the Hillary Clinton
campaign and
Democratic
National
Committee as
financiers of
Fusion GPS.

Deripaska, a
Russian aluminum
magnate, touched
on Soros’s alleged
involvement in an
op-ed for The
Daily Caller.

“On March 16,
2017, Daniel Jones – himself a team member of Fusion GPS,

Soros, like Clinton and DNC,
funded Fusion GPS Russian
billionaire claims
By World Tribune on M

http://www.worldtribune.com/author/chrisfister007/


self-described former FBI agent and, as we now know from
the media, an ex-Feinstein staffer – met with my lawyer,
Adam Waldman, and described Fusion as a ‘shadow media
organization helping the government,’ funded by a ‘group of
Silicon Valley billionaires and George Soros.’ My lawyer
testified these facts to the Senate Intelligence Committee on
Nov. 3,” Deripaska wrote.

Jones now runs his own investigative firm, Penn Quarter
Group, and has been in contact with Fusion GPS, “which is
still trying to bolster the disputed Steele dossier,” Rowan
Scarborough noted in a March 10 report for The Washington
Times.

Soros also “is, not coincidentally, the funder of two ‘ethics
watchdog’ NGOs (Democracy 21 and CREW) attacking Rep.
Devin Nunes’ committee memo,” Deripaska wrote.

Text messages acquired by Fox News between Sen. Mark
Warner, Virginia Democrat and Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence vice chairman, and Waldman show that Warner
used Waldman as a go-between to reach Steele.

Writing for American Thinker on March 11, Rick Moran noted
that “The Steele dossier has been useful in attempting to
delegitimize the Trump presidency. But any prosecutor worth
his salt would have taken Fusion GPS apart piece by piece,
exposing all these connections to liberal billionaires who have
been working to get Trump even before the election.
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Assange Lashes Out:

"Hypocritical Motherf*ckers...

Remember How I Exposed

Your Secret Deal With The

Saudis"
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Wikileaks founder Julian Assange lashed out at the UK

government over Twitter on Friday after Britain's official UN

account (UK Mission to the United Nations) tweeted "A free

and independent media fulfils a vital role in holding the

powerful to account and giving a voice to the powerless,"

with a link to a puff piece waxing eloquent over the UK's

commitment to free speech.

Assange - apparently not included in the UK's definition of

"free and independent media" (facing arrest and

detention should he leave the Embassy), fired off a stunning
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reply - claiming that the UK's has spent roughly twice as

much spying on him as it has on their entire international

human rights program. 

"And that is exactly why you have

detained me without charge for eight

years in violation of two UN rulings and

spent over 20 million pounds spying on

me you hypocritical mother fuckers.

Your entire international human rights

programme is £10.6m you pathetic

frauds."

And that is exactly why you have detained me 
without charge for eight years in violation of 
two UN rulings and spent over 20 million 
pounds spying on me you hypocritical mother 
fuckers. Your entire international human 
rights programme is £10.6m you pathetic 
frauds. twitter.com/UKMissionGenev…

Julian Assange ⌛
@JulianAssange

https://t.co/wjSQnmM5jp
https://twitter.com/JulianAssange
https://twitter.com/JulianAssange/status/972086754604998656


Assange then followed up with "Remember how I exposed

your secret deal to put Saudi Arabia on the Human

Rights Council?" referring to a 2015 vote-trading deal in

which the UK approached Saudi Arabia in secret, promising it

a seat on the UN Human Rights Council in exchange for

council support.

5:28 AM - Mar 9, 2018
14.6K 8,657 people are talking abo…

Replying to @JulianAssange
Remember how I exposed your secret deal to 
put Saudi Arabia on the Human Rights 
Council?  theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/s…
5:36 AM - Mar 9, 2018
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Assange, 46, remains confined in the Ecuadorian embassy in

London following a failed appeal of his arrest warrant for

skipping bail to enter the embassy in 2012 to avoid

extradition to Sweden over allegations of sexual assault

(which Sweden has dropped). 

The UN, meanwhile, has twice ruled that Assange's detention

is unlawful. Despite this, the judge in his most recent appeal

- Emma Arbuthnot, who said “I find arrest is a proportionate

response even though Mr Assange has restricted his own

freedom for a number of years." Judge Arbuthnot's

impartiality in the Assange matter has been called into

question, while her husband and ex-Conservative MP, Baron

James Arbuthnot, is listed as the director of a security

company along with the former head of MI6. Not exactly

friends of WikiLeaks. 

Moreover, a February report from the Guardian reveals

that Sweden wanted to drop their case against Assange as

early as 2013, but was pressured by the UK to maintain

it. 

UK and Saudi Arabia 'in secret
deal' over human rights council
place
Leaked documents suggest vote-trading deal
was conducted to enable nations to secure a
seat at UN’s influential body
theguardian.com

3,245 1,763 people are talking abo…

The newly-released emails show that

the Swedish authorities were eager to

give up the case four years before they
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Assange Drops Bombs

In yet another angry tweet by the WikiLeaks founder,

Assange replied to a two-week old comment by former Eric

Holder - blaming the former Attorney General for putting

him in the position to release emails from the DNC, Hillary

Clinton and John Podesta during the 2016 US election. 

Ostensibly getting ahead of the upcoming midterm elections

in November, Holder tweeted "Russian threat to our

upcoming elections: do something!" Holder then called for

sanctions, ending the tweet with "We were attacked!" 

formally abandoned proceedings in

2017 and that the CPS dissuaded them

from doing so.

The CPS lawyer handling the case, who

has since retired, commented on an

article which suggested that Sweden

could drop the case in August 2012. He

wrote: “Don’t you dare get cold

feet!!!”. -The Guardian

Eric Holder
@E i H ld
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Assange replied: "Attacked? By what? The truth? It's entirely

your own fault, Eric. Thanks to your unconstitutional

grand jury against @WikiLeaks you left me with

nothing to do but work 24/7, in harsh  conditions, for

years--and I'm good, very good, at my job."

Holder, who was President Obama's Attorney General,

attempted to prosecute WikiLeaks and Assange personally

Russian threat to our upcoming elections: do 
something!  Do anything.  Impose sanctions 
overwhelmingly approved by even this 
dysfunctional congress.  Are you simply unfit, 
without the necessary nerve or do they have 
something on you? We were attacked!
4:05 PM - Feb 20, 2018

37.1K 16.8K people are talking abo…

@EricHolder

Replying to @EricHolder
Attacked? By what? The truth? 
 
It's entirely your own fault, Eric. Thanks to 
your unconstitutional grand jury against 
@WikiLeaks you left me with nothing to do 
but work 24/7, in harsh  conditions, for years--
and I'm good, very good, at my job.
9:28 AM - Mar 9, 2018
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over the publication of military documents and US diplomatic

cables regarding Iraq and Afghanistan. 

"Russia-theorists" - particularly neoconservatives and

hawkish Democrats, have maintained that WikiLeaks is a

"cutout" for Russian to engage in information warfare, and

blame Moscow for the theft and publication of the leaked

emails. 

Assange added to his response to Holder, tweeting "Next

time, not that there will be one, try following the constitution

you swore to uphold," with a link to a 2014 article calling for

Holder to drop the investigation against WikiLeaks or resign. 

Replying to @JulianAssange and 2 others
Next time, not that there will be one, try 
following the constitution you swore to 
uphold: telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews…
11:16 AM - Mar 9, 2018

1,598 688 people are talking about this
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